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Abstract: 

 

The objective of Mobility robustness optimization 
(MRO) is to dynamically improve the network 

performance of handover (HO) in order to provide 

improved end-user experience as well as increased 

network capacity. This is done by automatically 

adapting cell parameters to adjust handover 

boundaries based on feedback of performance 

indicators. Theautomating of this minimizes 

human intervention in the network management 

and optimization tasks. This paper targets the 

automation and optimization process of the 4G 

network by developing a tool that analyzes the data 

and statistics of the network cells. 
 
            Keywords: SON, Network Optimization, 

Handover Algorithms. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Introduction  
 
For developing to 4G mobile communication, 

the requirement to evolve the systems towards 

providing support to a broader range of 

telecommunication applications, including 

multimedia service, is increasingly achieving 

significance. Consequently, International 

Telecommunication Union (ITU) continues 4G 

technique as International Mobile 

Telecommunication-Advanced (IMT-Advanced), 

and defines high network convergence, data rate, 

ubiquitous and continuous connection as features. 

In turn, mobile operators now face the issue of 

maintaining these increasingly complicated 

networks composed of several Radio Access 

Technologies (RATs), various cell types and 

subscribers with a variety of Quality of Service 

(QoS) needs. The income of the mobile operators is, 

generally, degrading simultaneously. Hence, it is 

significant that combining and operating novel and 

available network nodes need minimal manual 

attempts to control operating expenses (OPEX) of 

business expenses. Accordingly, considerable 

industry momentum has made currently to establish 

Self-Organizing Network (SON) characteristics that 

can control mobile network deployment, operation 

and management. Within the 3rd Generation 

Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution 

(LTE) standardization, SON was among the early 

system needs; SON characteristics were involved in 

the first 3GPP LTE Release, Release 8 [1, 2]. SON 

operate in 3GPP has been inspired by available 

SON studies and the set of needs described by the 

operators’ bond, Next Generation Mobile Network 

(NGN) [3]. As a technique which fulfils above 

specified situations, LTE –Advanced. 
 
In order to achieve higher network performance 

and flexibility, while reducing capital expenditures 

and operational expenditures, Third Generation 

Partnership Project (3GPP) introduces the concept 

of SON. In the context of SON, LTE systems have 

self-organizing capabilities of automating the 

configuration and optimization of the wireless 

network by introducing functionalities of self-

configuring, self-optimizing, and self-healing [2]. 
 
The concept of SON has picked up only after the 

transition from 3G to 4G started. This was because 

of the exponential increase in the data traffic which 

required a change in the way the network coverage 

and capacity were planned. Huge volumes of data 

traffic clogged up the network while not leading to 

proportional increase in the revenue. This required a 

rethink on how the network was managed so that a 

reduction in OPEX could be achieved. Also, the 

data traffic pattern is very different from the voice 

traffic pattern and it requires a different approach 
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towards network planning. A data centric network 

requires a large number of small base stations with 

small coverage area which provide high capacity 

that may fit inside homes/offices or are present at 

airports / cafes / public places etc. So, the problem 

arises in the backhaul connectivity and in the 

management of the large number of small base 

stations so that optimum capacity and coverage can 

be provided while minimizing interference from 

nearby cells (eNodeBs).  

 

Because of the large number of parameters 

involved, the process of automating the network 

planning is gaining support. SON is a concept 

where automated processes enable a constant 

monitoring of service and network performance and 

analyses data collected from different parts of the 

network providing useful feedback that can be used 

for making decisions. SON capabilities aim to 

support mobile broadband business priorities and 

manage network complexity in a smart way. It 

leaves operators free to focus on providing an 

excellent user experience as the management of 

multi technology; multi-vendor network is 

simplified and streamlined. Figure1 shows the 

continuous process which is SON. Figure 2 shows 

how SON replaces human effort through 

automation. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Self-Organization Networks (SON) 

Concepts 

 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2: How SON replaces human effort through 

automation  

 

II. Assessment Criteria for SONs 

To assess the benefits of implementing self-

organization methods in the network, a set of well-

defined metrics and appropriate reference cases 

(benchmarks) are required. The most important 

metrics assess network capacity, coverage, service 

quality and Capital expenditures (CAPEX) and 

operating expenses (OPEX) represent two 

categories of business expenses. A set of well-

defined metrics helps in the comparison of different 

SON algorithms with respect to each other while 

the presence of a reference case allows the 

evaluation of gains from self-organization with 

respect to contemporary and manually operated 

networks. In this section[4-5], the key performance 

metrics that are relevant in the assessment of self-

organization methods are organized in different 

categories: performance metrics, coverage metrics, 

capacity metrics and OPEX/CAPEX. 

 

a) Performance metrics: These include quality of 

service metrics, e.g., packet delay statistics, packet 

loss ratio, transfer time statistics, fairness, 

throughput statistics, mean opinion score, grade of 

service, e.g., call blocking ratio, call dropping ratio, 

which express the service level experience from the 

user perspective[6-7]. 
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b) Coverage metrics: Different types of coverage 

metrics exist, e.g., the service coverage, i.e., the 

fraction of area where a given service can be 

supported with adequate service quality and the data 

rate coverage, i.e., the fraction of area where a user 

can experience some specified data rate[8]. 

 
c) Capacity metrics: Cell (or network) capacity is 

can be defined in several ways which are 

enumerated below: Maximum number of concurrent 

calls, Maximum supportable traffic load, Spectrum 

efficiency, the spectrum efficiency. 

 
d) CAPEX: In general, CAPEX encompasses the 

investments made to create future benefits, 

including e.g., radio and core network elements [9].  

 

e) OPEX: The costs associated with the network 

operations and, in particular, the reduction of these 

costs due to the introduction of self-organization 

functionalities, are rather difficult to access [10]. 

 
III. SON ARCHITECTURE                               

There are three main alternatives regarding the 

architecture of SON functions in cellular networks 

as illustrated in Figure 3. These are denoted 

centralized, distributed, and hybrid architectures 

[14]. Different SON functions can be implemented 

by different architectures in the same network. 

 

We briefly describe the three different 

architecture options and discuss pros and cons of 

the different types: 

 

a) Centralized SON Architecture: In a centralized 

SON architecture, the algorithms are executed at the 

network management level.  

 

b) Distributed SON Architecture: In a distributed 

SON architecture, the SON algorithms are run in 

the network nodes and the nodes exchange SON 

related messages directly with each other.  

 

c) Hybrid SON Architecture. Hybrid SON 

solution means that part of the SON algorithm is 

run on the network management level and part is 

run in the network elements [15-18]. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3: SON Functions in Cellular Networks 

 

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: 

section IV describes the system model and the 

problem formulation. Section III presents SON 

Architecture. Then we evaluate the performance of 

our algorithm in section V, and the conclusion is 

presented in section VI. 

 

 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM 

FORMULATION 

 

The SON HO Optimization function is an 

algorithm or set of algorithms designed to improve 

performance of HOs from one cell to another. 

Performance data collected from each cell is 

analyzed in order to correlate HO failures that may 

be due to improperly configured or optimized 

parameters.  

 

Adjustments can then be made to the 

configuration in an attempt to improve the overall 

HO performance of the network. Care must be 

taken to provide a methodical adjustment to 

network configuration. Assuming certain cell pair 

neighbors exhibit poor performance exceeding an 

operator-defined threshold (target key performance 

indices KPIs are not met), the expected flow of 

operation comprises the following steps: 
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1. Monitor the network for a sufficient period of 

time in order to accurately baseline the performance 

of all cells with respect to traffic loading, traffic 

type, time-of-day, etc. This may take days or weeks 

depending on the amount of user traffic in the cells. 

2. Output from algorithms suggests changes to the 

network that should provide overall increase in 

successful HO across the network. These changes 

or subset of changes are then made to the network 

3. The network is monitored for a sufficient period 

of time in order to accurately compare the 

performance of the network with respect to the 

baseline in Step 1 

4. Keep track of attempted changes and repeat this 

iterative process as necessary until the target KPI 

thresholds are met 

5. Update centralized data base with “final” outputs. 

 

This research targets the automation and 

optimization process of the 4G network by 

developing a tool by using C and Java languages 

that analyzes the data and statistics of the network 

cells. 

 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Our SON tool targets two major issues regarding 

Mobile Communication problems 

MOBILITY ROBUSTNESS: 

1) Early Handover 

2) Delayed Handover 

3) Ping Pong Handover 

Different areas have different problems 

regarding Mobility Robustness, We've set three 

main areas in order to target each problem, Dense 

(Down Town Cairo), Sub Urban (Suez Road) and 

Ruler (Desert Road) 

 Monitor the counters and make decisions 

accordingly through Increasing/Decreasing certain 

parameters such as A3 Offset and Hysteresis Dense 

areas are known to have high Early Handover 

percentage as well as Ping Pong Handover 

percentage. 

 

Early Handover % = LLHONCellHoTooearly / 

LHHNOCellExectAttOut 

Ping Pong Handover % = 

LLHONCellPingPongHO LHHNOCellExectAttOut 

 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Early Handover and Ping Pong 

handover 

 

 

As shown in the figure both Early Handover and 

Ping Pong handover are about 35% which causes 

major issues regarding the quality of the voice 

and/or data sessions. 

Our target is to reduce Early Handover and Ping 

Pong handover to 20% through increasing A3 

Offset and Hysteresis which was successfully 

accomplished. 

 
 

 

Figure 5: High Delayed Handover percentage 
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Ruler areas are known to have high Delayed 

Handover percentage. 

 

Delayed Handover % = = 

LLHONCellHoToolate / LHHNOCellExectAttOut. 

 

 
 

Figure 6: Delayed Handover Major  

 

As shown in the figure Delayed Handover is 

about 40% which causes major issues regarding the 

quality of the voice and/or data sessions 

Our target is to reduce Delayed Handover 20% 

through Decreasing A3 Offset. Which was 

successfully accomplished 

 

 
 

Figure 8: Sub Urban areas Delayed Handover 

percentage 

 

 

 

Sub Urban areas are known to have mid-high 

Delayed Handover percentage 

Delayed Handover % = = 

LLHONCellHoToolate / LHHNOCellExectAttOut 

 

 

 
 

Figure 7: SON Sub Urban areas Delay 

Handover 

 

As shown in the figure Delayed Handover is 

about 25% which causes major issues regarding the 

quality of the voice and/or data sessions 

Our target is to reduce Delayed Handover 15% 

through Decreasing A3 Offset which was 

successfully accomplished. 
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Figure 9: SON reduce Delayed Handover 15%. 

 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Our goal is to monitor the counters 

and make decisions accordingly through 

Increasing/Decreasing certain parameters such as 

A3 Offset and Hysteresis Dense areas are known to 

have high Early Handover percentage as well as 

high Ping Pong Handover percentage 

,  
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ANNEX 
 

Our SON tool targets two major issues regarding Mobile Communication problem is Most 
problems associated with HO failures or sub-optimal behavior can ultimately be 
categorized as either too-early or too-late triggering of the handover, provided the 
required fundamental network RF coverage exists. Thus, poor HO-related performance can 
generally be categorized by the following events: 

• Late HO triggering 
• Early HO triggering 
• Ping Pong Handover 

 

 

Different areas have different problems regarding Mobility Robustness, We've set three main areas in order 

to target each problem, Dense (Down Town Cairo), Sub Urban (Suez Road) and Ruler (Desert Road) 
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Ruler areas are known to have high Delayed Handover percentage. 
 

 
 

 

 

Ruler areas are known to have high Delayed Handover percentage up to 15% 
 

 
 

 


